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ABSTRACT.  Science and technology are considered as social, psychological and physical realities.  Reflectiveness 
is taken to be the process of being aware of the link between one's subjectivity and the outer environment.  The 
programme described addresses personal authority and how learning to use it develops reflective professionalism in 
relation to school placement experience.  Some background observations and thinking concerning the methodology 
and illustrations of its implementation are described.  Evidence that students evaluate their own and pupils' learning 
more accurately and thus initiate responsive teaching strategies is given, along with further observations on major 
issues regularly occurring in the placement and training context.

I:  THE IN-BETWEEN SPACE: THE PERSONAL PROFESSIONAL LINK

This paper addresses science and technology as both social and physical reality and supposes that 
scientists/technologists deal with this reality as subjective persons with mental, physical, and emotional attributes. 
Therefore 'dealing with' involves the link between personal subjectivity and the physical/social environment.  When 
people do this well, we say things like 'they got it together', or feel that what has happened is 'authentic'; we trust 
both the result, whether it is explanation or machine, or whatever, and feel that the person who produced it is reliable 
or creative. 

To 'deal with' well or badly is a factor in personality.  However in professional and scientific fields the 
response to noticing the facets of personality involved is far too frequently to hide them as much as possible, to 
endeavour to get them out of the way of the work.  It seems to be supposed that the process of reaching the result 
should be 'objective' even when the result is as yet unknown or the skill is being practiced.  It very rarely seems to 
be realised that the way in which one is personally engaged in work, might give valuable information about the 
work  as well as about the person involved in it, and that taking time to look at who one is and how one feels in 
relation to the job one is currently doing, is a part of the process of 'doing it well', which contributes to the quality 
of the result.

The theoretical perspective underpinning this work draws on insights from psychoanalytic studies and 
philosophy of science, particularly heuristics.  In historical work I have explored the process of discovery [Crawford, 
1985, 1993a] and in previous teaching the perspective was translated practically into ways of developing thinking in 
pupils to improve their grasp of cognitive concepts in physics [Crawford, 1993b].  Here, I start from the same view, 
that there is a link between subjective and objective, that each person brings feelings, attitudes and thoughts to 
interact with the world and that the world impinges back on the person, hence to discover, or be in touch with 
reality, one needs awareness of the dynamics and strands in the link.  I do not intend to discuss details of the theory, 
but will outline observations from teacher training and what I do in practice with this 'in-between' space.

In any particular situation, an individual is either reflective, considering at some level the factors in the 
link, or is unreflective, allowing the linking to take place automatically without awareness of its nature.  The link 
exists anyway, full of both information and 'noise', whether it is attended to or not.  Professional learning in many 
fields makes use of a 'placement' experience (in school, hospital, social care setting or whatever).  The aim is usually 
to enable students to integrate theory and practice and become reflective professionals, able to think for themselves 
and function alongside others.  It seems that students who are already reflective benefit from placement, developing 
autonomy, capacity to self-evaluate and initiate further learning experiences, but students who are not reflective 
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remain dependent on personal mentor relationships or well-defined situations.  They may find fairly ordinary 
interruptions to routine threatening, and can become disappointed, demanding or critical when reality does not meet 
their expectations.  The spontaneity or innovation which inspires pupils and motivates us all is absent.  In such 
teaching, necessary groundwork feels boring and pedantic; never filled with the recognition that basic knowledge 
feeds imagination and enthusiasm.  Determination to study, when it exists, arises for reasons outside the subject of 
study, such as qualification or reward.

It would appear that when an individual has experience it is reacted to, but without reflection information 
cannot be sorted from noise, so the automatic reaction is more of a repeat or reinforcement of previous experience, 
not particularly responsive to the present context.  The individual's view of the situation may absorb extra detail, but 
the inner systematic organisation does not widen.  Attitudes and prejudices are notoriously difficult to alter.  For 
example, Eileen Byrne [1993, pp. 1 - 21] describes the entrenched perceptions of science and technology as objective, 
value-free and 'masculine' (i.e. requiring penetrative logical thought, whether it be practiced by a person of male or 
female gender).  She establishes that the efforts to increase female enrolment in scientific disciplines remains mainly 
cosmetic while such attitudes are unchanged, as they create a 'critical filter' which not only applies to most girls, but 
also to boys whose state of mind is androgynous.        

When reflective, an individual uses  experience, rather than merely having it, and is responsive rather than 
reactive.  Being aware of the way in which one subjectively connects with experience leads to a more willing 
acceptance of what cannot be changed (at the moment), more spontaneous authority with regard to what can be 
influenced, more capacity to evaluate and think innovatively.  

The difficulty is that reflectiveness is a personal attribute.  Most people can reflect when in circumstances 
which induce it in them:  a highly reflective person will be so in many varied contexts, but under some specific form 
of stress will be reactive.  A fairly unreflective person tends to remain so, because there is a 'catch 22' about 
reflectiveness; one has to reflect to be reflective.  How therefore can 'reflectiveness' become part of a training ?  What 
facilitates its development, or, possibly more importantly, what inhibits it ?

Personal defensiveness or having to play a role in order to be approved by others, especially when uncertain 
and under stress, is an inhibition, while feeling at ease, not being judged by others, having enough time, being 
encouraged to be curious, may allow the reflection process to occur.  Akin to children's productive play, 
reflectiveness occurs naturally and spontaneously, originating within the individual when for him/her circumstances 
are right.  (It is a tragic indictment of our social and educational systems that many adults rarely reflect and usually 
need specifically facilitating circumstances in order to do so.)  Hence, just as children given some space to play are 
likely to be playful in more varied circumstances, that is playfulness becomes part of the child's being, so an adult 
given some space to reflect, might become reflective. 

The following describes the results of the same exercise used with two very different training groups which 
eventually enabled reflective learning from experience.  In both cases the groups failed to perform the task and the 
real learning took place when the different reasons for failure were explored.  The exercise was presented as a problem 
solving task which would require leadership and teamwork skills for its resolution.  

The 'problem' was to find a way in which a rather large heavy storage cupboard [8'x5'x3'] could be delivered 
from the warehouse to the general office of a factory and set up ready for use on Monday morning.  The job required 
technical thinking and resource management.  The team arranging to do this were meeting on Friday afternoon, the 
five people in each 'team' had specific parts to play, each had some but not all the information needed, such as 
knowledge about computer equipment which could not be moved aside or the size of the trolley in the back 
storeroom, and each also had realistic personal information, for example, the personnel manager was a new father and 
had no intention of being available over the weekend and the maintenance engineer was also union representative and 
safety manager.  There were two solutions which were personally satisfactory as well as physically possible.

Groups of policemen in a training for promotion setting all produced solutions within about 15 minutes, 
sometimes unworkable ones.  Groups of counsellors in training could not find any solution even after 40 minutes, 
though they were coping excellently with frustration and had no intention of giving up!  The policemen simply 
could not sustain the thought of failure to arrive at a decision; they were so determined to demonstrate their capacity 
to be decisive that they reached closure too quickly, over-riding some of the information available.  The counsellors 
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had a different concern; they could not bear to be considered authoritarian or unfeeling and regularly drifted off the job 
of collecting and remembering the physical details.  They had been working at the 'personal' end of the in-between 
space, while the policemen worked at the 'professional' (i.e. task-only) end.

In analysing the processes by which the groups tackled the exercise, and failed rather than succeeded, it could 
be seen that the focus of each training actually interfered in its own way with solving a problem which many of 
these people could probably have solved without difficulty in other circumstances.  One of the counsellors said "I 
can't believe we didn't just draw the factory plan on the flip-chart and get on with it".  The point she made was that 
the particular role in which people temporarily see themselves can over-ride other skills and capacities which they 
may also possess.  Their 'communication channel' with the world becomes 'role-bound' and their actual capacity to 
use all the information available is limited.  

The actual learning to be reflective, that is, having a wider view of realities and being more effective, takes 
place via the analysis after the exercise.  It has been made clear to all participants from the beginning that there is no 
judgment on perfomance of the task; the objective is to see what can be learned from the way in which it is done.  
As is often the case, this particular very profound reflection space was hilariously funny and lighthearted.  At its 
best, reflection is indeed a form of play.

II:  AN OVERVIEW OF REFLECTIVE ANALYSIS: PERSONAL AUTHORITY

It is difficult even to remember sometimes, but nevertheless essential to grasp, the realisation that 'being 
reflective' is a process which is initiated within an individual, by that individual (unconscious laws of I am, I will, I 
perceive are operating) however much it appears to be contagious and can be 'caught' from others.  All that can be 
worked at are the circumstances in relation to which the process will arise.  This is analogous to 'using' the second 
law of thermodynamics in physical processes.  That law, embodying the concept of entropy and understanding of 
how dependent and independent variables affect physical processes, exists whether known about or not.  Processes 
obeying it have been going on naturally or through craft and technical know-how for centuries.  Knowing the law 
only allows more deliberate planning of new technology, the better to heed it and not waste our time in futile trial 
and error.   Molecules do what molecules do, and the law says that when we want a particular happening, whether 
cooling the beer on a hot day, or obtaining light by depressing a switch, a great many molecules have to have been 
prearranged, so that the energy flow is actually the one we want.

Similarly, people do what people do.  If reflectiveness is observed one can acknowledge and describe what 
one sees, if this is not an unnecessary interference; if it is not seen, an observational comment might help, but any 
instruction to be reflective is as inappropriate as telling the coffee to heat up.  However, unlike molecules, which 
need the conditions to be properly arranged each time, people can take responsibility for what they do with the 
conditions around them, and if they have been reflective within a facilitating space and looked at the process of 
reflectiveness in themselves, the process can often be self-initiated in less enabling conditions.

 
Each intervention with students has acknowledged that reflective attitudes cannot be imposed, but are an 

expression of the individual person's inner perceptions of the context in which they act and of their own place in that 
context.   

In the main the programme described in this paper has been limited to the particular 'people-do' law 
illustrated above, that is, the effects of becoming 'role-bound' because of the actual nature of the training.  It did not 
start out with this limit, but in practice this is what I found needed to be addressed, as is described in more detail 
later. 

Being 'role-bound' occurs because attitudes and interactions in the in-between space are more rigid and 
inaccessible to change when the individual is anxious about his/her performance in a role which is aspired to, but not 
(yet) an authentic part of being.  Observable results conflate 'professional authority' with 'the more experienced 
expert'.  In teacher training, 'teacher' caricatures emerge, according to the student's current view of 'expert'.  

Hopes and aspirations are closely related to ideals, and many people are much harsher judges of themselves 
in secret than outsiders might be.  This causes increase in stress, exaggerated perceptions of heirarchy (an inadvertent 
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comment becomes 'the tutor said', or 'in this school they don't....', etc.) or anti-authoritarian stances (doing one's 
own thing, inability to take in advice, over-doing 'friendliness' with pupils,  complaints like 'every tutor says 
something different', etc.).  As students try to be something they are not yet sure they are, either their authenticity or 
their ideal is threatened.  Psychologically speaking, this is rather like re-visiting adolescence.  Instinctively, like the 
policemen or the counsellors, they are less able to focus on doing the best job they can with the skills they actually 
have; their attention may not be on real experience of the job at all, as it becomes more and more directed towards 
their own performance in relation to an imagined picture.  

Students may become less able to learn from experience and unable to take on the professional 
responsibility of accurately appraising their own work.  Accountability is conflated with 'what outsiders think'.  
Personal authority, that is, knowing oneself and acting in a way which relates and adapts one's own abilities and 
limitations to the real requirements of the job, can be lost, sometimes irrevocably.  Reflective analysis of experience 
is an attempt to put subjectivity back into the professional or technological field in a way which genuinely connects 
external behaviour, perception of other people and objects, to the feelings and purposes of the person concerned.  It 
increases personal authority in performance of a task as doing this allows information and noise factors in the in-
between space to be distinguished. 

As a simple example, a student discussing his fear [noise] of exposing his unfamiliarity [personal reality] 
with a particular kind of lightbox being used for pupil learning about colour theory [task], realised [too late this 
time] that he had failed to see that the pupil was quite happy with the operation of the light box [information: pupil 
knows this equipment] but was confused [information: pupil does not know] about whether green or yellow was a 
primary colour [information: knowledge of the task which student had].  The student, later connecting with his own 
fear, realised that trying to be falsely 'the expert' had taken his attention away from enabling both himself and the 
pupil to separately learn from each other.  This example led to further work on 'the fear' and is returned to below, as 
many students in the group contributed to disentangling misperceptions and gaining meaning concerning 
personal/professional authority, classroom discipline and different kinds of knowledge within technology.

III:  BEGINNING REFLECTIVE WORK: THE PERSONAL ASPECT

'Reflective analysis attends to the process with which each person has taken part in his/her own experience.'  
The hope is that by encouraging detailed reflection on an earlier teaching experience, students will continue to be 
reflective.  Many observations made doing this work and as a tutor visiting schools lead me to stress the personal 
aspect in reflective work.  It is complementary to and supportive of other necessary aspects of teacher training, not 
discussed here, such as attention to the quality and variety of placement contexts available to a student.  The 
following indicates some reasons for this and describes what is meant by 'the personal aspect' in reflection. 

  
Students often report that their best experiences have occurred by chance, for example 'when they have had 

the class to themselves' through the absence of the regular teacher.  They are able to think for themselves and rise to 
the occasion, using what skills they have.  A young first year student found himself 'helping out' with a whole class 
in his care and the door open so that the headteacher could be on call.  He relied on his memory of himself and 
classmates at that age, not so long before, played a game to help himself learn the children's names and soon had 
them all cheerfully working.  He didn't worry about the curriculum or the previously intended programme of work, 
but said he was a technology teacher and today 'we are doing transport', this being the first thing which came into his 
head as an area where he could think of several educational things to do.  By the end of the morning when a supply 
teacher arrived, he was thoroughly enjoying being a teacher and had lost his pre-placement worry that he might not 
be able to 'control' the pupils.  The rest of the placement was more regular but equally successful.

Unfortunately the least valuable of learning experiences can depend on the same kind of chance, and a 
student whose reaction does not succeed loses self-confidence.  A more mature and very responsible student found 
himself in a similar situation when the teacher of the class he was placed in was ill.  He was a parent and identified 
with what he thought would be the concerns of his absent colleague.  He thought he would tackle the work 
programme he knew she had planned for the morning, which he understood.   He did not however know how such 
work was usually presented to the pupils and following his directions they began uncertainly, became resentful and 
finally recalcitrant.  The work had to be re-presented when the teacher returned the next day.  The student did manage 
to keep order, but only by repeated scolding and use of sanctions.  He was quite devastated by the experience, which 
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did not resemble his intentions or hopes in any way.  He did not believe the reassurances he was offered and seriously 
doubted his ability to relate to larger groups of children.

Tutors, teachers and students all confess to degrees of conflict or confusion with regard to placement 
experience.  Students frequently evaluate placement as a positive learning experience, but the same  students also 
recount many difficulties.  Research indicates that many suffer from stress and stress-related illness.  Course 
organizers respond by reviewing methods of organization and redrafting 'guidelines' in order to more accurately define 
roles and tasks, but yearly evaluations within all our courses have been remarkably similar.  There is a repetitive 
quality in the efforts made.  

The underlying source of difficulty is that in reality most professional tasks require different roles in 
different contexts or at different times.  The crucial requirement is an ability to change roles appropriately according 
to the needs of the particular context and time.  Guidelines can envisage hypothetical contexts, but the development 
of the ability is dependent on feedback from actual experiences.  Thus, although a clear statements of roles and tasks 
is helpful, it cannot say how or when role-switching should occur, nor can it address an individual's tendency to 
become 'role-bound'.  The ability to role-switch is a spontaneous response to the range of personal and professional 
demands seen, that is, enough connections are made in the in-between space.  The students described above both 
followed their instinctive reaction and the outcomes were dependent on chance.

The first student was lucky, as well as able and empathic.  His instinctive willingness to be a 'helper' 
matched his own ability and the immediate need.  The second was role-bound by his greater consciousness of long-
term needs and his own conscientiousness; he asked too much of himself and could not role-switch in response to 
perceiving his pupils' uncertainty, asking too much of them also.

In reflective analysis both these students and others present benefitted from speculation about 'might-have-
beens'.  The first realised that he had actually repeated one of his own past experiences, which had happily translated 
to the context in which he found himself; the second that he had tried to repeat a style of teaching from his past 
which was too unfamiliar to the pupils to be successful.  He became able to value it as a style which might serve 
him well in other circumstances.  When he heard the other student talk of his near terror of not being able to control 
a class, he realised that his own tendency to dismiss 'off-the-cuff' activities hid his own similar fears.  He admitted 
that he had kept anxieties at bay by sticking to plans while the first student had done so by keeping the classroom 
door open to call for help.  Many others identified their own individual ways of coping with fears about controlling a 
class and joined in sharing various past experiences, identifying issues of importance in the contexts, and storing a 
wider range of strategies in their minds.  

Voicing the fear in connection to the work experience, also gave information about the the nature of the 
work.  The students reached a more genuine appreciation that the purpose of class control is that everyone feels 
secure enough to engage in learning and that security might be provided in many ways, say by using a familiar form 
of presentation, or by knowing the kind of help which would be called upon when needed.   In the example from the 
previous section, a simply remedied inadequacy, not knowing about light-box equipment, had merged with hidden 
fear of having inadequate subject knowledge.  When that fear was voiced, the difference between knowing about 
equipment and knowing sufficient theory became clear; self-evaluation was then accurate and specific about the action 
needed and the stress associated with hiding the fear simply disappeared.

By beginning to consider fears as realistic apprehensions which can be thought about, for example in 
relation to ways of seeking help, the personal authority of students who are already reflective is affirmed and that of 
others who are less so is enhanced.  All are more enabled to replace instinctive 'doing' with more reflective 'action-in-
context'.

'Fear of something' is of course just one of many kinds of feelings and associated hopes and anxieties which 
emerge when the personal aspect is addressed.  An effective way to do this is described below in Section V, 'Circular 
Listening'.  The point I wish to make here is that addressing 'the personal aspect' means voicing the feelings people 
have in relation to their work and the attitudes and behaviours which are associated with those feelings. These 
feelings, attitudes and behaviours affect work and give information about it.  'Personal aspect' does not mean 
enquiring about the details of personal or social life nor following discussion into those areas of life however often 
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such details are volunteered.  They are given attention when they influence professional action and in a way which 
shows how that happens.  In other words, personal and social life with its subjectivity is clearly though 
sympathetically distinguished from science, technology and professional teaching activity and the individual's 
[possibly same] subjectivity in that area.

Personal authority, defined earlier as knowing oneself and acting in a way which relates and adapts one's 
own abilities and limitations to the real requirements of the job, is accessed by recognition of the personal aspect of 
work as it is from within that an individual can begin the connections which lead to discriminating thought.

IV:  REFLECTIVE ANALYSIS OF EXPERIENCE FOR STUDENT TEACHERS

Classes called Placement Preparation  take place in each year of the four year initial training for technology 
teachers at Moray House Institute of Education.  If reflectiveness is to develop, reflectiveness needs to be practised or 
modelled in action throughout these classes.  Not being sure is just a learning place to be, where everyone can look 
at what happened and play with 'what now?'.  The overall rule [R] is:  enable each individual to attend to the process 
with which he/she has taken part in the teaching practice in order to strengthen personal authority.  The principles to 
heed are:

P1. Be clear, and share with students, the immediate aim of the work currently being done.

P2. Each person should become better informed about the factors in their own process, so are encouraged to 
share and discuss in order to become more aware and thus able to differentiate and discriminate - some 
feelings, attitudes, roles, facts, skills, serve the aim, some are irrelevant, some subvert it (the students 
should uncover and explore all possible in the time available).  Hence, look for differences, and devise 
activities which expose and explore them.

P3. Recognize and accept personal characteristics and feelings, e.g. anxieties and ways of coping, then give 
and encourage genuine feedback about their effects.  That is, attend to personal aspects.  Acceptance is 
authentic; it is not associated with approval or disapproval but as far as possible is a matter of interest and 
empathy.  This allows the experience of receiving feedback, even the 'negative' kind, to be non-judgmental.

What does this look like when translated into practice ? What actually happens ? What is the context, the 
opportunites and constraints, within which this work is done ?

First, the course and its students:  The B.Ed. Technology undergraduate course is a four year training in 
which students study crafts, design and technology, and also the theory and practice of teaching.  They graduate as 
teachers of technological subjects, which in Scotland means being able to work with pupils up to 18 years old 
taking 'Highers' in any or all of the three areas.  The students range from school-leavers to those in their thirties 
making a career change, so there is no 'average student profile' except that at least nine out of ten are male, Scottish 
and white.   Currently there are no students from black or ethnic minority groups at all, and very few women.  

I have been doing this work with each year group since 1993, though have been associated with the course 
since 1990, as I also teach a professional development module to fourth year called "The Teacher in Context".  This 
was one source of the proposal for reflective analysis.  This module is taught over ten morning sessions, and 
reflective analysis for this group is embedded within the module content.  The three earlier years each have three two 
hour sessions in the three weeks before their placement begins and a review session when they return from their 
schools.  Usual year numbers are 18 - 20 students, except that in 1993 the first year was unusually large, with 30 
students.  As reflective analysis requires individual personal awareness and differentiation, several of the techniques 
used were developed for work with this larger group, now entering third year.

Many of the techniques have been borrowed from subjective work in personal areas such as counselling and 
psychotherapy, but are regularly and firmly adapted to respect personality structures [P3] rather than uncovering and 
working through emotional defences.  In any case, that kind of work can only be done when numbers are small (e.g. 
a maximum group of eight) and when sufficient time is available (e.g. 20 hours attendance in a group).  The 
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constraints of much shorter time and larger numbers precluded any attempt to apply such methodology directly and 
would have been irresponsible, hence the techniques used, although borrowed from that field, and using its 
understanding of emotional development, are simply focussed to serve the professional aim of understanding the 
teaching task, using personal awareness and relationship skills which the students already possess [P2].  It is a happy 
side-effect that the valuing and use of such skills also tends to improve them!    [I have recently realised that details 
of these adaptations are sometimes remarkably similar to psychodynamic consultancy work with organizations: 
Obholtzer and Roberts, 1994; Campbell, Draper and Huffington, 1991].  Also, after two years experience, I see the 
large numbers and little time which seemed at first to be limiting contraints as strengths of the work.  They help to 
keep the outcome of personal awareness directed towards professionalism and necessitate that individuals are accepted 
as they are, with self-evaluation, development and change clearly each person's own responsibility [R].

The topics discussed in sessions are concrete:  technology, teaching-learning practicalites and personal 
relationship skills.  The process models reflectiveness, and forms a pattern over the sessions available: 'brainstorm' , 
stock-taking to find themes, deliberate skills practice addressing an agreed priority, further evaluation 'what I need 
now', etc.  There is an ongoing negotiation of activities and content around the direct concerns expressed by students.  
With regard to methodology, the following is a list of the sorts of activity which take place.  I apologise if the 
names do not have meaning; there is not space to describe them all [but see Section V]. 

(i) Introduction and Statement of aim: develop personal authority
(ii) Circular listening
(iii) Listening skills triads
(iv) Reporting back (various ways, e.g. questioning, snowball, video playback, general group recap) 
(v) Small group work: 'find the factors in ...' discussion 
(vi) Open questions exercise (to understand ways of focussing interactions without dictating their outcome)
(vii) Negotiation exercises, role-play scenarios in threes with two given roles and one observer (first-hand 
evidence of negotiation, observed by me, can be how the group divides itself into threes and how the roles 
are allocated within threesomes)
(viii) Role-plays on attitudes to authority: personal 'automatic pilots' (self-awareness)
(ix) Feedback exercises, 'group carousel' or 'draw my diagram'
(x) Fishbowl discussions (criticism and self-evaluation)
(xi) Teamwork practice, 'critical friends'
(xii) Placement guidelines; work on interpretation of requirements and self-evaluation of personal needs for 
the coming placement.  

The work with each year begins (i) with an introduction of myself, my role in the course team and detailed 
written information of how to contact me outside class time.  This is brief but essential as it implicitly affirms both 
my professional authority and my personal authority to accept a role which involves genuine dialogue with the 
students as professional colleagues.  Only one student has misused this contact, while many have come to offer 
information or discuss individual issues in ways which have benefitted my work and use of time as well as their 
own.  

Then the students are told the overall aim of the sessions timetabled, called 'Placement Preparation' :

"To teach yourselves to be better teachers, that is, to be people who on placement can take an 
authoritative role both within class where it is a required expectation of 'the teacher' and within 
professional interaction.  The latter means become teachers within a team, albeit only visiting, 
with different class roles, timetable commitments, and different levels of experience, from regular 
teachers.  You are expected to have personal authority for managing the feedback and 
discussion in and about the placement context and to take part in evaluating your work.  In other 
words, the immediate objective of the sessions will be to explore and understand the meaning of 
'personal authority', a part of Professional Development in this instance related to the context of 
placement preparation."
 
Introduction and aim are given regardless of whether the students already know me or have heard them in a 

previous year, as the next step is to invite comment, setting the scene that dialogue and interaction is an expected 
part of the classes [P1].  In classes to whom it is all new, reactions have been brief, but ranged from wary to 
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provocative, as the innate challenge in the statement as well as uncertainty regarding its meaning is absorbed 
differently by each individual.  Whatever the reactions, from new classes or from those who have worked reflectively 
before, I accept what is said as information about the process of engaging in learning and show appreciation of 
receiving any comment at all [P3].  I may be able to feed the process information back to the student who spoke, or 
to all those in the group, in due course, when its nature is clearer, that is, if its import as information or noise 
becomes apparent [P2].

This scene-setting takes about ten minutes and is immediately followed by getting to know students 
individually, and hearing about their most recent experience of teaching, using the circular listening technique (ii).  
This is the crucial technique of reflective analysis, described in more detail in Section V.  It is used both on its own 
and with other activities also.  The information obtained and shared during any period of circular listening forms the 
basis for the type of exercises devised and for the choice of directions given to and/or negotiations with students.  
Each of the activities (iii) - (xi) above have been used at least once with one or other group of students, some, for 
example 'listening skills triads', 'reporting back' and 'feedback exercises' have been used with almost all groups at 
least once.  These choices are made according to what is heard during circular listening, heeding the overall rule and 
principles already stated [R, P1, P2, P3]:  enable each individual to attend to the process with which he/she has taken 
part in the teaching practice in order to strengthen personal authority , using clarity of aims, sharing and 
differentiation of factors in individual learning processes and attending to 'personal aspects'.

Finally (xii), the last session finishes with student analysis of the ‘Placement Taskbook’ for their next 
school practice, in which the statements of course requirements are explored for meaning and identification of 
personal targets.  This usually begins with small group discussion followed by reporting back to the whole group to 
ensure common understanding.  Then each individual sets personal targets, a task which has so far been most 
successful when done in pairs, where students take turns in listening critically to each other. 

V:  CIRCULAR LISTENING 

This is introduced by asking the group to sit in a large circle, and stating that the objective is to share and 
learn from the experience of one's own and other's previous teaching experience [P1].  If it is the first session it is 
also stated at this point that attendance and punctuality at placement preparation sessions are required just as they are 
on placement itself, as the work involves professional responsibilities towards others, not just to oneself.  [Guidance 
concerning emergency absence has been given to all students during course induction, and a reminder of this is 
offered].  The manner in which this statement is received and subsequently obeyed may well be of use later, as 
'adaptation to real requirements' is considered part of the subject matter of the reflective analysis sessions [P2].

Students are then asked to participate in turn, telling me their name and telling all of us in a few sentences 
the bare bones of an event from a previous teaching experience which is still in their mind, and which they are 
willing to talk about further if we decide to take it as an example for use.  The event can be a personal best or worst 
experience; it can be trivial, funny, crucial, heart-rending, worrying or reassuring or whatever; it might bear little 
relation to teaching except that it happened in a school; it is simply one still in mind. 

As soon as the first student speaks, facilitating the circularity in listening is my objective, both for myself 
and for the students.  This term does not refer to the students being seated in a circle, but to the intention to make 
circular feedback loops of two kinds.  The first is inter-personal, at best all present are attending to what is currently 
being said, with non-verbal indication of such attention, and some will respond to it verbally, say by making a 
connection with something said previously or sharing a similarity or difference in their own experience.  This kind 
of feedback loop allows each student to gain from the varied experiences of others.  However, interaction rarely 'just 
happens' in groups.  Without facilitation, it is just as likely that attention fades, so that people are physically 
present but not participating except when actually speaking, and even then may speak without much engagement in 
their own story.  Another unsatisfactory outcome is that an early speaker sets the norm for the type of contribution 
which is implicitly deemed acceptable, so that one can hear a series of similar contributions, such as 'when the 
teacher told me I'd done well' or 'my most embarrassing moment'.  Both students and tutors (or teachers and pupils 
'doing groupwork' in schools) rightly dislike such experiences.  It is necessary to be aware that members of the 
current group may begin with a real dislike of the task just set, by reason of previous experience of 'groupwork' or 
talking in turns which has not enabled circularity in inter-personal feedback.
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The second kind of circularity addresses such dislike if it exists, and is, I believe, the key to facilitating 
authentic interactions and interpersonal learning.  This involves giving feedback, verbal or non-verbal, to each 
individual who speaks, which makes an intra-personal loop.  In other words, the feedback should enable the speaker 
to connect with a personal aspect of their story, or manner of telling it, or affirm and value that they have done so if 
such a connection is actually part of the story recounted [P3].  This lets everyone know that the listening offered is 
genuine and engenders interest of various kinds in those currently not speaking, most of whom begin to pay closer 
attention to what will be said next.  Intra-personal connection is also central to the overall aim of enabling each 
student to become aware of his/her own inner process [R].

'Personal aspect' feedback begins the making of connections in the in-between space where reflectiveness 
happens.  As an example of how it can be started , a student speaking first said "I had to demonstrate the use of a 
lathe.  I'd used this for the first time myself only the week before.  I did get it done in the time...um...I didn't have a 
clue what the kids were up to..."  My comment was "A rewarding experience", the choice of 'rewarding' being my 
genuine feeling in response to his non-verbal signals.  He was smiling and relaxed, shaking his head at the 'um' as if 
amused at himself.  (I can easily imagine the same words being said with a completely different personal aspect, say 
anxious hand movements, reluctance to make eye-contact while speaking, etc. in which case I might have said, with 
sympathy, "A daunting experience" , or "You're worried it wasn't that well done").  Having commented, I nod 
towards the second student, who takes his turn to speak, but, I have also silently scanned the group, and noted that 
two others had mirrored the relaxed smiling as the first student spoke, one of those grinned and leaned forward when I 
commented, and a different young man had frowned.  I'm not pushing myself to remember masses of detail, nor 
trying to interpret it, just keeping alert to register what is fairly obvious. 

This feedback is simply the counselling skill of active listening and reflecting back, either feeling or 
meaning.  There is no attempt anywhere in reflective analysis to reach depth of feeling, the purpose is to validate by 
acknowledgement those intra-personal loops between work and self which exist here-and-now in the story telling 
activity.  By the time the third or fourth student has spoken, I can usually find either commonality or difference 
which is worth noting [P2] along the lines of comparing two similar circumstances which relate to very different 
feelings, or recognizing that similar feelings are apparent in relation to events quite distinct in content.  
'Smilers/frowners' who have not yet taken a turn are asked if they have had similar feelings.  This brings all of the 
group into experience-near awareness [P2], and engagement levels increase.

Groups move towards interactive comment on each others experience quite quickly, by the time seven or 
eight have spoken and links have been made.  Facilitation then changes to keeping the focus on what is being said 
by the student currently having his/her turn, and ensuring that the process of turn taking continues to the end, even 
when it seems very rewarding to hear lively exchanges taking place.  This is important as each student will absorb 
the message that engaging reflectively starts within one's own experience [R], however much can be learned from 
being the observer of others' connections being made.  Re-focussing can happen mainly by non-verbal signals, but it 
sometimes needs direct interruption of the flow.  Then I usually say something like "it's time we noted some of this 
to return to", and start a list of issues, and/or a list of feelings which are emerging from this group's accounts of 
previous teaching activity.

The enormously valuable work on anxieties about controlling classes referred to in Section III above, arose 
out of such a session.  The mature student, J, whose experience had caused him to doubt his abilities, was a frowner, 
and was one of the last to take his turn (a chance of seating position).  Much earlier, I had commented "Don't forget 
we can learn as much from awful experience as from wonderful", as a tendency to the latter was growing.  When J's 
turn came, 'fear' and 'anxiety' were already on a 'feelings list', and 'taking the whole class alone' was on an 'issues 
list', enabling him to feel that his difficult experience would be respected.  When all the turns had been taken, this 
combination was the choice I made for further work, as it seemed that such a circumstance, relevant to all the 
students, would enable further differences in individual process to be seen [P2].

Should this not have happened, I would have simply moved on, or followed any lead from students where 
access to process rather than content seemed likely.  Content is merely the hook to which process is attached.  It is 
never possible to know in advance what the topics of discussion will be, but the issues and feelings which have 
emerged are beginning to form a pattern which is strikingly repetitive from group to group.  These are briefly 
outlined in Section VI, below.  As I have already said in Section II, the most prevalent is the loss of personal 
authority due to becoming 'role-bound'.  This is my umbrella terminology for a cluster of issues and feelings which 
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are named by the students.  The following example, beginning with the student who successfully demonstrated how 
to operate a lathe, illustrates this loss and its partial recovery in one group.

The major issues raised by the students' stories were safety within workshops, the scary mix of young 
energetic unskilled pupils and possibly lethal power tools, and the teacher's double responsibility to keep children 
safe and allow them to learn the skills.  The feelings were overwhelming anxieties, allied to deep resentments and 
complaints about inadequate training, back-up and information in this area [which I knew to be largely unjust, as the 
same issues are regularly discussed and procedures updated by the whole course team] and eruptions of uneasy 
hilarity.   P told a story in very jocular fashion, which everyone present had heard before, of how he had seriously 
sliced his own fingertips in front of a class.  D said that students were not responsible for accidents, as they were 
technically always 'under supervision'.  A discussion ensued about accountability and legal responsibility, all of 
which absolved the student.  Although content driven, I thought this useful until I observed that D had 'switched off', 
his long legs stretched out in front, chair and head tipped back as he studied the ceiling.  Others were switched off 
also, less obviously.  The two women in this group of nineteen, L and K, both young, were slumped side by side, 
dejected.  I addressed L, "You're really down ? " [P3].  She fought tears and K answered instead, "I'll never know 
enough".  The 'girls', L, K and myself, were suddenly receiving scorn for previous 'irrelevant' or 'inept' contributions 
from various angry 'boys'.  Momentarily there were no adults present and with the realization that personal authority 
had disappeared, the true issue was obvious:  "Teaching and responsibility is not the point; we're human beings:  if 
someone is badly hurt, it is awful, and we care"  [P3].  A direct look at P, produced the authentic story of the 
aftermath of the sliced fingers.  "It was agony...  One of the kids knew First Aid...they were great...".  

In the rest of the session, there was continued evidence of inadequacy, despair and powerlessness, but regular 
reconnections with both caring and awfulness allowed the group to get in touch with their real capabilities, both to 
ensure safety and how to deal with accidents if the previously unthinkable happened.  Only two, D and another, had 
First Aid qualifications.  They gave a demonstration of the 'recovery position' and volunteered to teach the others the 
basics in out-of-course time.  Several of the earlier resentments and complaints about their training were re-visited, 
and this time there was a recognition that they had expected to be 'spoon-fed'.  They realized there had been a hidden 
idealistic expectation that tutors would know and deliver exactly what each needed to know, without the individual 
having to do anything but receive the 'food'.  There was a sorting out of issues the class representative might 
usefully bring to a course planning meeting, many identified personal targets and decided how they would achieve 
them, such as requesting workshop time in college or schools to practice uncertain craft skills.  There were  many 
differences in the craft knowledge and ability of group members because of varied pre-course employment experience.  
They made peer-coaching arrangements and overall were functioning as a team of generous colleagues.

The episode demonstrates how an entire group, trying to avoid awful feelings, had become role-bound as 
passive learners.  Having got in touch with the feelings, active learning took place.  In the next session they  
returned to the issues of feedback and criticism, this time making connections with its meaning for them as teachers 
in the authoritative position over pupil learners, those people whom P had confessed 'were great'.  

VI:  PATTERNS AND ISSUES IN REFLECTIVE ANALYSIS

Three major patterns, or clusters of issues and feelings, recur.  It appears that whichever cluster is present, 
once it has been worked through as an intra-personal experience, the group moves forward. 

A:  The 'social' circumstances of a placement:  During the four weeks of placement, each student is 
something like a visitor with more responsibility, and something like a new member of staff not invited to belong.  
There is tension between using initiative and being intrusive, or between being considerate and missing 
opportunities.  School staff share these dilemmas and the common thought:  'it is only for four weeks', prevents 
their effects on work being properly addressed, as they are deemed 'social' or 'about personality'.  

Listening and negotiating skills teaching was designed to give students confidence to manage these 
tensions, to help dialogue with school staff.  All groups of students demonstrated considerable benefit in subsequent 
interactions with each other.  They were also enthusiastic and clear that what they learnt from these sessions was 
directly applicable to developing rapport and good relationships with pupils.  Many remained uncertain that dialogue 
with teachers  might change, but accepted their position as transients with more understanding. 
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B:  Information overload:  Teaching and learning are complex activities and schools are complex places.  
Placement guidelines and tasks are designed to create manageable areas for learning, to offer a secure base from which 
to get to know parts of the complexity.  However, those who are under-confident, or who find exposure to unknowns 
and uncertainties difficult, can unconsciously read guidelines as rules (it will happen this way), or limits (you don't 
need to know anything not mentioned here).  In either of these senses the guidelines are rapidly found to be 
problematic.  New experiences are too chaotic to learn from or are simply shut out of awareness.

  
Various kinds of small group work with reporting back considers the wide variety of experience as normal.  

Capacity to learn while surrounded by unknowns improved.  As curiosity and interest increased, personal evaluation 
and target setting became more accurate and specific.  In two groups, the students saw that their own knowledge of 
problem solving and design theory could be used.  Several students took responsibility for their placement, 
addressing ideas such as 'differentiated work for pupils' as problems of design.  They used the course guidelines and 
tasks as resources and constraints of the problem for which a solution was produced.  

C:   Issues of power and authority:  These were manifest in many ways, but especially in relation to fear of 
inability to exercise good authority with pupils, and by preoccupations with how their own work was graded.  
Concern about class control and heeding what graders might expect is realistic, but frequently expecting trouble or 
trying to 'outguess' the grader's intention is both limiting and distracting.  These problems, 'spoonfeeding', 
complaints of unfairness etc., indicate that feelings and attitudes about authority are interfering with learning.

The very prevalent appearance of interference seems to be exacerbated by two major stresses inherent in 
teacher training.  First, students are in an interesting position with respect to a real heirarchy in positional authority.  
They are 'piggy in the middle' between teachers and pupils, with immediate personal experience of what it is like to 
be treated as an externally powerful authority by pupils and of what it is like to be in the supposedly powerless 
learner's position.  Considering power and authority as a relation of 'three' rather than as a dyad, followed by role-
plays, has brought the realization that any role in any position offers both room for some actions and constraints on 
others.  Students have also become aware of previously unsuspected but deep-rooted personal attitudes to authority in 
general.  Their capacity for empathy and improved decision making concerning troubled or troublesome children 
should benefit, and they may be able to relate better to senior staff.  [see Klein, 1995, pp.12-22]  

The second cause is that students learn about 'assessment', 'evaluation' and 'professionalism' within the 
course curriculum.  Teacher training students are therefore over-sensitised to being judged and to ways of being 
judged.  Exercises on giving and receiving criticism discussed this reality in a training rightly addressing standards.  
By upholding standards, those already within the profession exercise real power over trainees.  Feelings about this are 
explored alongside the feelings which might exist if it were not so.  Students (many of whom are mature) recalled 
their experiences in other work-settings, their ideals and their sense of themselves as members of society.  
Exaggerated sensitivity diminished and pride in their hope and aspiration to become teachers increased.  Discussion, 
however inconclusive, moved from reiterating unfairnesses to consideration of fairness.  It became ethical in tone. 

In conclusion, I have given an account of some positive happenings in this programme.  Its theoretical 
underpinnings have been a source of ideas for thought about what has happened.  Evaluation of the students' 
professional behaviour is needed to find out if the attitudes which emerged or mutated in classes, sometimes very 
briefly, are transitory or continuing.  It is tempting to believe that a favourable change in the manner in which these 
students will teach technology might be occurring.  This I simply do not know, although there is some hearsay 
evidence (e.g. from external examining).  Even this evidence would have to be shown to result from the programme, 
and this work has not been done.  I am attempting evaluation by various means.  The area is one of 'attitudes', so 
research is necessarily qualitative and carries all the difficulties inherent in that type of work.

Therefore I conclude, not with evaluative evidence, but with advocacy, even challenge.  When offered to 
other courses, a criticism has been "that we cannot afford the time".  This programme takes six hours from a 
student's yearly timetable.  At worst, these hours are spent in 'conversation', or absence to finish off assignments for 
other tutors or whatever.  In fact, attendance is nearly total;  student feet vote for this work.  Are a mere six hours so 
essential elsewhere ?  Another criticism is that the work is emotional, of the heart, not the head.  This criticism is 
worth deconstructing.  It protects a belief that 'proper thought', such as cognitive ideas or curriculum planning, will 
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take the complexity and painfulness out of learning, and, via the 'objectivity' of science and technology, out of 
living.  The thrust of the criticism is to denigrate, not just the programme, but its underpinning rationale.  If 
learning and living are inherently painful, we are drawn to isolating feelings and seeing them as the problem.  Our 
thinking contracts, away from the area of feeling, into a narrower sphere.  Facing our feelings, especially fears and 
anxieties, rather than covering or avoiding them, frees our imagination and approach to unknown complexity.  We 
can learn about our feelings and we can learn from them, to widen cognition.  How can education manage without 
teaching to reflect with feelings in each and every course we offer ?
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